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This is the story of a time before Lightning Flash
and the Black Swordsman were known by those
names…
Asuna Yuuki was a girl in the ninth grade who’d
never had anything to do with online games
when she accidentally put on the NerveGear that
fateful day. The game master speaks. This may
be a game, but it’s not something you play.
“Game Over” means you die in the real world…
Thanks to Funimation, AJSV members will have
a chance to win a free double pass x 3!
To be in the draw to win the double pass, please
send your full name to Events by email with
"Sword Art Online" as subject.
*Entries close at 12 pm, 8 December. Winner
will be contacted by AJSV on the same day

2. Sweet Christmas! - Japanese
style cake set & Christmas

cookie gift box special from
"Cake By Ayaka"

There is no time like Christmas for enjoying
beautiful and flavoursome sweets with your
family and friends! You can now order Ayaka’s
gorgeous cakes
online! https://cakebyayaka.com.au/
“My passion for cake making also inspires me to
create new flavours and new designs. This is
why I change the menu regularly and come up
with at least two new flavours every month. I
also believe in using ingredients that are in
season at different times of the year this helps
me to make better tasting cakes. These
seasonal flavours brings out the best in my
cakes and its this focus on taste that makes my
cakes unique, this also keeps my customers
interested and coming back for more!!”

AJSV has arranged an exclusive Christmas
special offer for our members. Mention you are
an AJSV member when you order and you will
receive a “raspberry jam butter sando“ for
free! This sando is included in their Christmas
cookie gift box to make your Christmas shopping
easy! Enjoy delicious sweets during the festive
season and happy sweet memories!

Onsite Konshinkai report
AJSV onsite Konshinkai was held on 24 November. With over 40 people in attendance, it was a great
night.
We all enjoyed this long awaited in-person Konshinkai event. After being through the lengthy lockdown,
everyone was delighted to catch up with both familiar faces and new.
The venue (The Bank on Collins) was also great and spacious creating a fantastic atmosphere. It was an
event you wouldn’t want to miss. We hope to see you all next time!

AJSV Mentoring Program update
On Wednesday 13 October, AJSV launched the 2021 AJSV Mentoring Program through an online event.
The event was a success and included open remarks from Saito-San, Deputy Consulate General of
Japan to Victoria and a panel regarding the role of mentoring in professional development, opportunities
for success and lessons learnt with Ross Ciaravolo (AJSV), Izuhara Takero-san (ST Solutions Australia SoftBank) and Eleanor Gray (State Street Trust Bank, Fukuoka). Each specialist provided insight into the
role that mentoring has played in their professional development and network building, including
questions from the audience about best practice. The panelists provided these top tips to get the most
out the program.
• Ross - understanding. Including of yourself. Things that you may find to be objective truths, are subject
to other perspectives/interpretations. A lot of the times your initial impressions change as you understand
more. Also reduce apprehension about challenges that people face when building a career. Important to
build yourself; hard to do on Zoom. We all look a bit different on screen to real life; we are human beings,
and not always as authentic on screen. Mentoring is a natural human behaviour to help get you through
life. Goes back to prehistoric times. Big part of Australian first nation peoples, Eastern culture - China
Japan India, Western culture going back to Ancient Greeks. If you don't be natural during mentoring
session, won't get good outcome.
• Izuhara - communication is very important. Understand who you are. Set goal of what you want to
achieve during this program together; want to keep in touch with mentee after the program.
• Eleanor - knowledge beneficial for mentor as well. Be as honest as possible. Have goals and a vision
for what you as mentee want to gain in the relationship. e.g. finding job in Japan.
This was followed by information regarding the AJSV Mentoring Program and next steps for those in
attendance. A total of 28 (attendee list pending) people attended, including representatives from the 2021
cohort, AJS NSW and ACT, Melbourne University Japanese Club, contacts of the Japanese Consulate
and wider AJSV Members. The event was not recorded, however a summary doc was provided to the
cohort. The partnerships have been allocated already and this program will conclude in mid December.

Annual Kyoto Writing Competition
AJSV is pleased to support Australian writers to enter Writers in Kyoto's Seventh Annual Kyoto Writing
Competition. If you love writing, it's a great opportunity to work on your Kyoto piece and win a great prize!



Theme: Kyoto (English language submissions only)






Deadline: March 31st, 2022 (23:59 JST)
Genre: Short Shorts (unpublished material only)
Word Limit: 300 Words (to fit on a single page)
Form: Short poems, character studies, essays, travel tips, whimsy, haiku sequence, haibun,
wordplays, dialogue, experimental verse, etc. In short, anything that helps show the spirit of
place in a fresh light. A clear connection to Kyoto is essential.

Learn More

1. EASY PEASY CHRISTMASSY BY
JAPANEASY 2021
This is a unique event for people with a love of
Japan, or those interested in a Japanese
experience. It is easy to join, fun to create and
enjoy Christmas tastes with a little bit of Japan.
Date and Time: Sunday 12th December, 2021
12:00-18:00
Venue: JAPANEASY (L1, 152 Little Lonsdale
Street)
Event supported by City of Melbourne
・Enjoy Japanese culture workshops to create
unique Christmas gifts
・A live concert with traditional Japanese
instruments (Free to enter)
・Mini market to find some amazing gifts for
your family, friends and yourself.
*All guest and participants (children aged 12 and
over) are required to be fully vaccinated.

Learn More

2. Kanpai Now! The Tastes of Japan
Free tasting of selected Japanese
sake
Kanpai Now! is a program organised by JETRO
(Japan External Trade Organization) held over
Friday 26 November - Monday 31 January,
offering FREE sake tastings.
How To Participate
Check out the participating restaurants (holding
periods vary across different restaurants)
Check store opening hours & their sake
selections
Order a tasting at the store on the day
Fill out a short questionnaire & enjoy tasting!
Just head over to any of the four participating
restaurants in Melbourne, and sip away!

Learn More

3. Japanese Vintage Market
Just in time for your Christmas Shopping the
Japanese Vintage Market at Chotto Motto is
back, bigger & better than ever!
There will be tons of Japanese Vintage
homewares, electrics, records & curios.
Drinks & Gyoza will be available from the bar.
Date and Time: Sunday 5th December 12:00
pm - 4:30 pm
Venue: Chotto Motto 287 Wellington St,
Collingwood VIC 3066

Learn More

4. Make a Christmas Tree Using
Japanese Techniques
Online craft session using Japanese Techniques
Looking for festive Christmas crafts for adults at
home? How about learning how to make
miniature Christmas trees in this fun online
class. Perfect timing to start preparing small gifts
for Christmas!
In this beginner-friendly class, you will learn how
to make small gorgeous Christmas trees with
"Tsumami Kanzashi" techniques, a Japanese
traditional fine art craft which originated over 200
years ago.
During this on-demand class, you will make one
little, ultra-cute tree, using traditional Tsumami
kanzashi techniques. The tree is made by
pinching small, square-cut pieces of cloth,
without needlework.

Learn More

5. Exhibition: Golden Shells and the
Gentle Mastery of Japanese Lacquer
at NGV
Kai-awase is an ancient game of memory, where
players need to find as many matching pairs of
clam shells as possible – all with elaborate
paintings inside.
Golden Shells and the Gentle Mastery of
Japanese Lacquer will display a contemporary
720-piece kai-awase set as well as two kaioke,
lacquerware shell boxes. Created by a team of
40 Japanese artists over a decade, its
uniqueness is also highlighted in the meticulous
Japanese and Australian flower drawings inside
these shells, painted in the Japanese yamato-e

and rinpa style for the first time in the history of
the game.
Free entry
Venue: NGV International
Level 1, The Pauline Gandel Gallery of
Japanese Art
25 Nov 21 – 18 Apr 22
Open 10am–5pm daily

Learn More

December in INREKI:"Shiwasu"

Traditional Japanese name for this month in INREKI
Japan is said to have drawn up its first calendar in 604, based on techniques developed in China and
brought to its islands via the Korean Peninsula. Over the subsequent centuries, seasonal events and
observances have filled out the traditional record of the year. Months in the former lunar calendar started
when it was a new moon, while a full moon marked their midway point. The old Japanese calendar based
on lunar cycle was called the 旧暦 kyūreki or 陰暦 inreki. Although Japan adopted the standard Gregorian
calendar in 1873, many aspects of its former calendar are still in use today. Interestingly, the names
given to each month have significant meaning associated with the characteristic of that particular month.
What is the INREKI name in December?
December: Shiwasu: 師走
It may surprise you that Shiwasu is another name for December, which is the only one among all the 12
months that doesn’t have the kanji “月” meaning month in it. “師” means someone who leads you or
teaches you, like teachers or mentors. In this case, however, it is used to describe Buddhist monks who

were particularly busy during this time of year taking care of visitors as well as hosting ritual events. “走”
means running, which gives us a clear image of monks getting around in a hurry.
Another view is Shiwasu means "the end". In ancient time, the sound wa was pronounced as ha and the
word hasu (果す) means to end. In this theory, there are also different views. One says all the work is
finish, another says the year ends or some say the season (winter) ends.
December is all about Christmas in Japan like here in Australia, but December 25th is not a national
holiday. It is not an official holiday, but the Japanese do celebrate Christmas, especially in a commercial
way.
Japanese shopping malls, restaurants and other public areas are getting the Christmas bug. Illuminations
and Christmas displays are everywhere. Christmas is the time for friends and couples to throw parties, go
out for dinner, and celebrate.

Christmas in Japan is rather similar to New Year’s celebration in Australia. On the other hand, on the
New Years, instead of going out with friends to celebrate, people travel back home and spend a quiet
time and prepare to have a New Year’s celebration with families.
A few minutes before New Year, some temples ring a large bell 108 times as part of a ritual called “joya
no kane.” Why 108 times? In Buddhism, 108 is the number of earthly desires that cause humans much
suffering, and joya no kane is supposed to purify humans’ minds and souls for the year up ahead. People
go to temples or shrines depending on their family beliefs or traditions.
Next day, New Year day is just like Christmas Day in the West. Family gathering time and a lot of
traditional food and sake to celebrate.
How are you spending your Christmas and New Year? We will all be “running” like Shiwasu time to
prepare. No matter how you celebrate, it is a special time of the year for everyone. Let’s celebrate with
appreciation and love.
We wish you a happy holiday!

Seeking symbols: Treasured animals in Japan

Those who visit Japan often comment on its seamless partnering of the traditional with the new - and this
is certainly true of their cultural belief in animals for luck and fortune. Japan, being big on animist
belief, they have honoured significant animals in sculptures, artwork and folklore for centuries and
continue to do so in the present day.
#11: Deer
In Japan, deer are considered sacred messengers of the gods ("kami") according to Shinto belief.
Thousands of deer roam freely alongside the visitors in Japan’s first capital, Nara. According to folklore,
deer from Nara were visited by one of the four gods of Kasuga Shrine, Takemikazuchi-no-mikoto, who
appeared on Mount Mikasa riding a white deer.
Deer are among several animals in Japan considered sacred to the kami. In old times, killing a deer was
a crime punishable by death. In North-Eastern Japan, there is a tradition of “deer dancing” (shishi-odori),
where dancers wearing masks and antlers perform a dance in imitation of deer fighting or playing. Deer
also have large antlers that grow over a year and shed in spring. Therefore, many people view the deer
as an animal that symbolizes death and rebirth.
Deer are the most famous symbol of Kasuga Grand Shrine in Nara. Over 1,200 free-roaming deer inhabit
the city of Nara. Nara Park is a public park at the foot of Mount Wakakusa. Established in 1880, it is one
of the oldest parks in Japan. The deer have lived in this area since ancient times and are concentrated in
the Deer Park that leads up to Kasuga Grand Shrine. The deer in Nara are very popular with tourists,
who come to see them and feed them specially made rice crackers.
As well as being a prominent character in old folklore, the four-legged friends that graze the grounds of
Kasuga and Kofuku-ji shrines are protected as sacred national treasures.
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